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Friction in a thin commensurate contact
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The dynamics of a thin layer of atoms between two rigid substrates is studied by molecular dynamics.
Simulations exhibit different regimes. For a low relative velocity of the substrates a stick-slip regime concern-
ing alternating atomic channels, which is reminiscent of intermittency in chaotic systems, is observed. At a
high velocity the system reaches a sliding regime, for which the simulation results can be described by an
effective intrinsic friction due to an energy exchange between the moving top substrate and the atomic film.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of friction between two substrates which
in moving contact, is a very important technological proble
as well as a very interesting physical question.1–3 It can be
considered at several levels. Themacroscopiclevel was
studied since the 18th century, mostly empirically, for tec
nological applications. More recently themesoscopiclevel
was studied in an attempt to derive the experimental la
observed earlier4 using the idea that real contacts betwe
the substrates take place at small regions which are linke
elastic interactions. This approach successfully explain
stick-slip effect. Finally, tribology currently approaches t
microscopiclevel by the study of the contacts themselve
This approach expanded after the development of the ato
force microscopy, which allows the experimental study
friction in a very small contact, and because nanotechnol
is now beginning to build devices that are so miniaturiz
that they begin to probe the microscopic properties of
materials.

Microscopic investigations can use different approach
Besides the atomic force microscopy that brings experim
tal data, molecular dynamics~MD! with realistic potentials
may be useful to provide very detailed information on atom
motions, the distribution of energy among different mod
etc. But the simulations can become extremely heavy,
ticularly when three-dimensional calculations are perform
An alternate route is to use microscopic modeling wh
does not attempt to include all degrees of freedom. A fi
model can consider one atomic layer sitting over a tw
dimensional periodic potential that describes the lower s
strate, and driven by an external force corresponding to
stress inducing the motion of the top substrate over the lo
one. This approach was considered by Persson1 and in our
previous paper.5 It was then extended to a bilayer of atom
adsorbed on the silver-coated surface of the vibrating qu
crystal of a microbalance.6 In this case the layer is driven o
one side only and the sliding is due to its inertia. The pres
work intends to analyze the situation of boundary layer fr
tion in which the intermediate layer is subjected to str
560163-1829/97/56~8!/4987~9!/$10.00
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coming from both sides, while staying at a simpler level th
full molecular dynamics. We consider three atomic laye
henceforth called the ‘‘lubricant film,’’ situated between tw
solid substrates. The value of three was chosen becau
allows the top and bottom lubricant layers to stick to t
substrate while leaving mobile atoms in between.

The problem of friction has two different sides. Studies
static friction intend to determine the minimum driving tha
will cause the top substrate to slide. We shall here cons
dynamical frictionfor which the main question that one ma
ask when considering the system at the macroscopic sca
the relation between the sliding velocityvs and the driving.
They are related by the mobility coefficientB defined as

vs5B f , ~1!

where f is the force per atom applied to the top substra
The mobility is determined by an exchange between the
netic energy of the moving substrate and the phonons
electronic degrees of freedom in the system. To describ
properly, two essential points should be taken into acco
First, the classical MD approach, even with a realistic int
action potential, only considers the phonon degrees of fr
dom. But for metal or semiconductor substrates, the e
tronic degrees of freedom are important as well, because
kinetic energy of the substrates may be transformed not o
into phonons, but also into excitation of electron-hole pa
A similar problem emerged in studies of surface diffusio7

where the classical MD technique gives too high diffusi
coefficients. One solution to the problem is to add an ex
nal friction h to the equations of motion, i.e., to stud
Langevin equations of motion instead Newtonian ones. T
value ofh has to be chosen to describe phenomenologic
the energy loss into electron-hole formation.Second, for a
correct description of the phonon mechanism of energy
change, the phonon density of states must be modeled
rectly. But the density of states depends drastically on
dimensionality of the system~e.g., see Ref. 8!; the one-,
two-, and three-dimensional systems have qualitatively
ferent spectra. Therefore, a realistic modelmustbe three di-
4987 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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mensional which makes MD simulations with realistic inte
atomic potentials extremely time consuming. To underst
the energy loss into phonons, notice that the force applie
the atoms within the sliding layer has an oscillatory comp
nent at frequency

vs52pvs /as , ~2!

where as is the lattice constant, due to alternating bo
breaking and bond forming as the substrate moves. As
cussed below this component can excite vibrations of
lubricant film.

Recalling the Brownian motion of a particle of massm in
a viscous medium, where the velocity follows the la
v5Bf f with Bf5(mh)21, we shall write the mobilityB
under the form

B5~meffheff!
21, ~3!

where the parametersmeff andheff have to be found theoreti
cally. Notice that, according to the definition~1! of B with
the forcef per atom of the substrate, the extensive quanti
entering in the expressions~the masses! are defined for one
unit cell of the substrate. The effective moving massmeff in
Eq. ~3! takes into account the fact that a part of the film m
stay attached to the top substrate and therefore move
gether with it. Therefore it can be written

meff5ms1maua , ~4!

wherems andma are the masses of substrate and film atom
respectively, andua describes the number of film layers a
tached to the top substrate. The effective friction may
written in the form

heff5h1ha , ~5!

i.e., as the sum of the external frictionh artificially intro-
duced into the model to describe the energy loss into e
tronic degrees of freedom, and the ‘‘intrinsic’’ frictionha
which is due to the energy flux from the moving top su
strate into the phonon degrees of freedom of the film. O
may expect thatha will depend first of all on the frequenc
vs associated with the motion of the substrate in relat
with the phonon spectrum of the film. The main result of t
present work is that at least in the sliding regime, i.e., at h
enough velocity of the top substrate, this approach does
plains the dynamical friction.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the model and computer algorithm. In Sec. III the simulat
results are presented. In Sec. IV these results are discu
along the lines defined by Eqs.~3!–~5! and the friction is
evaluated by examining the phonon mechanism of ene
loss. Finally, Sec. V concludes the paper.

II. THE MODEL

We study a three-dimensional system consisting of
atomic film between two solid substrates called top and b
tom substrates. Each substrate hasNs atoms of massms or-
ganized into a squareMs3Ms lattice with the lattice con-
stantas . The thin atomic film situated between the substra
consists ofNa atoms of massma . In the x andy directions
we use periodic boundary conditions. The atoms of the b
d
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tom substrate are immobile, while the top substrate m
move as a whole, i.e., the relative arrangement of its atom
fixed. The atoms of the film, as well as the top substrate,
allowed to move along the three directions of spacex, y, and
z. All the atoms interact via the 6-12 Lennard-Jones pot
tial,

V~x!~r !5Vx@~r x /r !1222~r x /r !6#, ~6!

so that the corresponding characteristic frequency of a
ticle of massm at the bottom of the interaction potential
vx56(2Vx /mrx

2)1/2. The interaction parametersVx and r x

are different for the interaction within the film, ‘‘x5a,’’ and
the interaction of the film atoms with the top and botto
substrates, ‘‘x50.’’ This allows us to simulate a lubrican
between two solids or the effect of surface coating by a m
terial that differs from the bulk. The two substrates a
pressed together by a forcef load along the2z direction, ap-
plied to each atom of the top substrate.

To each atom of the top substrate we apply a d.c. fo
f along thex axis and then solve the Langevin equations
this atomic system in the presence of an external visc
friction with the coefficienth, which models the electron
hole energy exchange mechanism as discussed in Sec.

In this work, as we do not attempt to describe a spec
material, we work with dimensionless quantities. The n
merical values of the model parameters have however b
chosen in such a way that, if energy were measured in
and distances in Å, we would get realistic values for a so
As we chose a massma51 for the particles of the film, this
would set a time unit of the order of 10213 s for atoms
weighting ten atomic mass units. We tookas53 for the sub-
strate lattice constant, andV053 andr 053 for the interac-
tion of the atoms of the film with the substrates. With the
parameters, a typical frequency for the system
v056(2V0 /mr0

2)1/254.90, and the corresponding characte
istic period is equal tot0[2p/v051.28.

For the parameters of the interatomic interaction with
the film, we tookVa51. BecauseVa!V0, some atoms of
the film tend to stay attached to the top and bottom s
strates, covering them with full monolayers, while the oth
film atoms fill the space between these monolayers. For
equilibrium distancer a corresponding to the minimum o
V(a)(r ) we study only the commensuratecase with
r a5as53.

The simulations have been performed according to
following procedure. First, we apply the constant d.c. lo
force f load520.1 in thez direction to every atom of the top
substrate to model the pressure applied to the contact. T
starting with an appropriate initial configuration chosen
the closely packed structure, we allow the system to rela
zero temperature with the external frictionh5v0 until it
reaches the ground state. The relaxation continues until
inequality ( i

Na(Dr i
21Dv i

2),1028 is fulfilled, where Dr i

andDv i are the change in the coordinate and velocity of
i th atom, respectively, during the time 3t0. Then the external
friction in Langevin equations is set toh ~typically
h50.1v0, see below Sec. III!, and the temperature is in
creased by small steps~usually 100 steps! during the time
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56 4989FRICTION IN A THIN COMMENSURATE CONTACT
t15100t0 until it reaches the valueT50.025 which would
correspond to room temperature for energies measure
eV.

After this period during which the system equilibrates
the temperatureT we start the investigation of the friction b
applying a shear forcef to every top substrate atom alon
thex direction. The force is increased by small steps, usu
D f 50.01. Each increase of shear stress is accomplished
gressively int2 /t0 substeps~typically 100 substeps!. Whenf
has reached its new value, at the end of a sequence o
crease, we wait during a timet3 in order to allow the system
to reach a stationary state, and then we measure the at
coordinates and velocities during the timet4 ~usually
t35t45100t0), saving them at eachDt5t0.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

For the commensurate case studied in the present pa
we took r a5as53, so thatva52.83. The top and bottom
substrates are made ofNs5100 atoms (10310 square lat-
tice!. Between the substrates we setNa5300 atoms, i.e., the
intermediate film consists of three layers. Because we t
V0@Va , two of the layers are attached to the top and bott
substrates, and the interesting dynamics takes place in
third ~middle! layer lying in between. The mass of an ato
of the top substrate isms51. The external friction is
h50.1v050.489.

Figure 1 summarizes the simulation results. It shows
velocity of the top substratevs and the average film velocity
va as the functions of the driving forcef . Each data point is
the average over 100 points recorded at time moments s
rated by Dt5t0. The velocities are normalized with th
value vmax5 f /(msh) which corresponds to the maximum
velocity of the top substrate at a given driven forcef if the

FIG. 1. The normalized velocitiesv/vmax versusf for the three-
layer commensurate film (Na5300, Ns5100, ms51, and
h50.1v050.489). Diamonds correspond to the velocity of the t
substrate, while triangles correspond to the velocity averaged
all 300 atoms of the film. The vertical dot-dashed lines indicate
values of the force studied in more detail and discussed in the
in
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interaction between the top substrate and the film is abs
The simulations reveal a complex dynamical behavior. O
can clearly see from Fig. 1 that the range of driving forc
that we investigated splits into the following intervals corr
sponding to different regimes.

~i! At low forces, f <1.17, the top substrate is immobile
The valuef s51.17 corresponds to the static frictional forc
Recall that a single particle subjected to one-dimensio
sinusoidal potential and driven by a forcef , starts to move at
forcesf .p«s /as , where«s is the amplitude of the externa
potential. Thus, the barrier for the motion of one film’s lay
over another can be estimated as«s' f sas /p51.12. On the
other hand, the atom sitting over the square lattice in
minimum-energy position has the energy24Va , while in
the saddle position its energy is about22Va , so that for the
rigid motion of one layer over another the barrier
'2Va52. As we find that the motion starts for a lowe
threshold, this indicates that it does not start for all ato
simultaneously, but emerges at some local fluctuations in
structure. This is to be expected for pinned incommensu
structures which contain a hierarchy of defects with vario
degrees of pinning9 and it has been observed in numeric
simulations of a single layer.2 In the commensurate case th
we investigate here, the origin of the local initiation of th
sliding cannot be attributed to a hierarchy of depining si
but it must lie in thermal fluctuations.

~ii ! For the force within the interval 1.17, f ,1.40 the
velocity of the film averaged over all atoms is approximate
equal to half the top substrate velocity. This regime cor
sponds to a ‘‘chaotic’’ regime showing some intermittenc
The point f 51.25 is studied in detail below.

~iii ! For intermediate forces, 1.40, f ,1.57, the dynamics
of the middle-layer differs for atoms situated in differe
channels, i.e., along different lines parallel to the drivi
direction x. The channels split approximately to even-o
ones, where even channels always move together with
top layer, while odd channels periodically move and st
with a period of about 2t0. A long term investigation of this
intermediate regime for the forcef 51.50 showed that after a
time of about 103t0 the systems jumps to the sliding sta
described below. This indicates that the intermediate reg
is not stable and it seems therefore unlikely that it can
observed experimentally, this is why we will not discuss
further.

~iv! For large forces,f . f r51.57, the top substrate star
to slide taking with it the upper layer of the film. In th
middle layer one of the channels continues to move dur
some time, while others are generally fixed. From time
time they start to move, almost all simultaneously, for a sh
time interval and then stop again. The pointf 51.70 is dis-
cussed in more detail below.

All these regimes are separated by sharp~first-order! tran-
sitions, and if the force decreases, the system exhibits
teresis. For instance, while the transition from locked
moving states occurs atf s51.17 while forces increase, a
shown in Fig. 1, the reverse transition to the locked st
occurs atf s50.99 when the force is reduced. The time d
pendences of velocities for three characteristic for
f 51.25, f 51.50, andf 51.70 taken to be within the inter
vals ~ii !, ~iii !, and ~iv!, respectively, are shown together
Fig. 2. These results show that, when one considers a lu
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4990 56OLEG M. BRAUN, THIERRY DAUXOIS, AND MICHEL PEYRARD
cant film made of many interacting particles, the frictio
properties are much more complicated than in the case
single particle between two substrates,3 although the one-
particle case was already very rich. One may won
whether some generic properties can be extracted from t
results or whether each case must be considered as spe
We show below that the analysis of representative cases
allow us to propose some general ideas that underlie
behavior of the system, and, in particular, that the sim
description presented in Sec. I can provide useful results

A. Casef 51.25

In this ‘‘chaotic’’ regime the lower layer of the film is
immobile, the upper layer moves together with the top s
strate, and the middle layer oscillates between two regim
in a state which suggests a phenomenon of intermittency
the middle layer, the atoms belonging to a line along thx
axis, that we call a channel, have highly correlated motio
as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 2~left part! indicates that each
channel chaotically jumps between an immobile and a r
ning state, clinging to the top or bottom substrates for tim
much longer thant0. The average velocity of the atoms o
the film is equal tova /vmax50.104, and the average veloci
of the middle-layer atoms only isvmiddle/vmax50.102, both
values being approximately two times smaller than the av
age velocity of the top substrate,vs /vmax50.214. These data
are consistent with a lower layer attached to the bottom s
strate, a top layer moving together with the top substrate
a middle layer moving on average at the medium speed
mentioned above this intermediate speed of the middle la

FIG. 2. Time dependences of the velocities for three charac
istic forces f 51.25 ~left!, f 51.50 ~middle!, and f 51.70 ~right!.
The two upper curves presentvs ~velocity of the top substrate! and
va ~velocity averaged over all 300 atoms!, respectively. The othe
ten curves show the velocity of atoms in the middle layer only, e
curve corresponding to one of the ten ‘‘channels,’’ i.e., it shows
velocity averaged over ten atoms in a given channel. Except for
lowest curve, all other curves are arbitrarily shifted upward
clarity.
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is in fact achieved by a stop-and-go mechanisms for
channels that make this layer. The typicalv(t) dependencies
for the middle-layer channels shown in Fig. 2~left! clearly
indicate an anticorrelation of the velocities of neare
neighboring channels, while next-nearest-neighboring ch
nels exhibit a small correlation. The calculated correlat
function confirms this effect~see Fig. 3!, and also shows tha
at large distances between the channels the interchannel
relation function tends to a nonzero limit due to long-ran
interaction through the top~rigid! substrate.

The interchannel correlations may be qualitatively e
plained in the following way. As theNch particles of a chan-
nel move together, let us describe a channel by a single m
mch driven by a forcef 15Nchf . From previous studies on
single atomic layer mobile over a periodic potential,5 we
know that one can expect a running state forf 1. f c1, where
f c1 is some threshold force. Then the running state pers
even when the driving is reduced, as long asf 1. f c2, where
f c2 is another threshold force for the back transition from t
running state to the pinned state (f c2, f c1). The behavior
observed forf 51.25 can be understood iff 1 belongs to the
domain f c2, f 1, f c1, i.e., we are below the running trans
tion. Therefore, becausef was progressively raised, for
single driven channel, we should be in the pinned state. T
would be the case if all the channels were aligned on th
equilibrium position as in Fig. 4~a!. In this case a channel i
only subjected to the external drivingf 1. However this state
is probably not stable iff 1 is close to f c1. Indeed, let us
imagine that the straight line of ‘‘aligned channels’’ ge
disturbed as in Fig. 4~b!. Now a given channel is also sub
jected to additional forces exerted by its neighbors. The s
of the forces, projected on thex axis, may exceedf c1. This
will be the case for the channels which lag behind. They w
start to move and tend to pass beyond their neighbors u
the backward forces due to the interaction with the neighb
reduce the total projection belowf c2. Then the moving chan-

r-

h
e
e

r

FIG. 3. The normalized correlation function of the velocities
the middle-layer atoms along the channels~diamonds! and between
the channels~triangles, the long-distance level is shown by the d
dashed line!.
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56 4991FRICTION IN A THIN COMMENSURATE CONTACT
nels will stop, but, as they have passed their neighbors,
pull the neighbors, which in turn start to move and the st
and-go process will continue with other channels. As sho
in Fig. 4~c!, for a given amplitude of the modulation of th
respective positions of the channels, the process create
largest forces if two channels move inanticorrelation.

FIG. 4. Schematic figure of the forces acting on the mov
channels. Each channel is represented by a single particle of
M . ~a! Particles in the channels are aligned as in the equilibri
state. The forces within the film cancel each other and the o
force on a channel comes from the driving.~b! Some channels hav
moved with respect to others but adjacent channels have sim
motions. In addition to the driving a channel is subjected to for
exerted by the neighboring channels. If the wavelength of
modulation of the motion is large, the additional forces are we
~c! For a given amplitude of the modulationA, the additional forces
due to neighboring channels are maximum if the modulation of
displacement of the channels has a wavelength of two lattice s
ings.

FIG. 5. Fourier transform of the velocities:~a! the top substrate
velocity, ~b! the velocity averaged over all 300 film’s atoms,~c! the
velocity averaged over 100 middle-layer atoms,~d! the same as~c!
but in log-log scale, the dashed line corresponds to a 0.02v20.4

dependence.
ey
-
n

the

The Fourier transform of the velocities presented in Fig
shows a peak atv51.133 which is close to the characterist
frequency 2pvs /as51.145 corresponding to the frequenc
at which the mobile substrate excites the film through a
quence of bond breaking and bond forming. At low freque
cies,v,1, the spectrum of middle-layer atoms is continuo
as typical for chaotic motion, and fits to a power lawṽ (v)
}v20.4 which again is typical for a chaotic behavior wit
intermittency, where the power spectrum@defined as the
Fourier transform ofv2(t)# follows a power law with an
exponent 0.8–1.4.10

B. Casef 51.70

For a large driving force the film splits into two parts. Th
top substrate, together with the upper film layer, slides o
the bottom substrate with two film layers. The Fourier tran
form of the velocities shows a peak atv53.014 which is
close to the characteristic frequency 2pvs /as53.110, and
moreover the spectrum shows higher harmonics multiple
this frequency, which indicates that the top substrate osc
tions are anharmonic. The top substrate veloc
vs /vmax50.427, is approximately three times larger than t
average velocity of the atoms of the film,va /vmax50.141.
This is consistent with a motion of only one third of th
atoms of the film at a velocity close to that of the top su
strate. A calculation of average velocity of only the uppe
layer atoms givesvup/vmax50.425, the value which is
slightly lower than that of the top substrate.

C. Variation of the external friction

To check the applicability of Eqs.~3!–~5!, we made a
series of runs for the 300-atomic commensurate film w
different values of the external frictionh, changing it from a
low value h50.03v050.15 to a quite high value
h50.20v050.98. We calculated the dependencesvs( f ) and
then extracted the value of the intrinsic frictionha with Eqs.
~3!–~5! assumingua51 in Eq. ~4!. The values ofha for all
the external frictionsh are plotted together in Fig. 6 as
function ofvs5(2p/as)vs . The fact that all points fit rathe
well on a single curve shows that the simple expressi
~3!–~5! describe the essential features of the sliding regi
and that it is meaningful to define an intrinsic frictionha
independent ofh. Let us analyze the origin of this intrinsi
friction by considering the different sources of energy dis
pation in a simulation. As the atoms of the top substr
move as a whole, their contribution to the energy loss
mshvs

2 . Similarly, for the moving part of the film, a contri
butionmahvs

2 describes the energy loss due to the externa
imposed friction that comes from the average veloc
va'vs . The only possible source for an extra dissipati
term corresponding to the nonzero value ofha must come
from the internal dynamics of the moving part of the fil
which is not described by the average velocityva . This in-
dicates that it comes from an oscillatory component of
motion of the film, which is characterized by the frequen
vs5(2p/as)vs . Whenvs lies within the phonon spectrum
of the film, Vmin,vs,Vmax, the sliding excites harmonic
vibrations inside the film, and they are responsible for
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4992 56OLEG M. BRAUN, THIERRY DAUXOIS, AND MICHEL PEYRARD
intrinsic friction ha . In the next Sec. IV we show that thi
explanation is valid at least qualitatively.

It is remarkable that at low velocitiesvs when
vs,Vmin , the intrinsic frictionha is much higher than in
the sliding regime. Because in this case the one-pho
mechanism of damping is not operating, the intrinsic fricti
has to be attributed to the highly nonlinear dynamics of
system.

For low external friction we observed also the followin
phenomenon: when the velocity of the top substrate reac
the very high value for whichvs.Vmax, the top substrate
breaks all bonds with the layer and starts to ‘‘fly.’’ Althoug
this phenomena appears because we consider a top sub
made of only one atomic layer with a limited pressuref load it
indicates that the sharp drop ofha for vs.Vmax tends to
induce an unstable behavior in the system.

D. Variation of the mass of top substrate atoms

Finally, as Eqs.~3!–~5! also involve the masses, we mad
three runs for different masses of the top substrate ato
Figure 7 shows the variation ofha versusvs for ms51, 3,
and 7. Although these variations are qualitatively similar
each other, quantitatively the effective friction is much low
for higher values ofms . As will be described in the next Sec
IV, this effect can be explained as the decrease of the en
transfer when the mass of the top substrate increases
therefore, owing to inertia the amplitude of its vertical vibr
tions decreases.

IV. DYNAMICAL FRICTION FOR THE SLIDING REGIME

The results presented above show that at least in the
ing regime, i.e., for large enough velocities of the top su

FIG. 6. Intrinsic frictionha versus the frequencyvs of vibra-
tions of the top substrate. The points are extracted from thevs( f )
dependences for the commensurate 300-atomic film for diffe
values of the external frictionh: h50.03v0 ~plus signs!,
h50.04v0 ~stars!, h50.05v0 ~crosses!, h50.06v0 ~diamonds!,
h50.07v0 ~triangles!, h50.08v0 ~squares!, h50.09v0 ~small
plus signs!, h50.10v0 ~small stars!, and h50.20v0 ~small
crosses!. The data for the case of a decreasing force are shown
points.
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strate, the dynamical friction may be described with sim
Eqs.~3!–~5! if one can calculate the intrinsic friction coeffi
cient ha . To find ha , we have to evaluate the transfer
energy to various degrees of freedom as mentioned in Se
A similar calculation was performed earlier for an incom
mensurate adsorbed layer subjected to forces coming f
one underlying substrate.6 It was found that the energy trans
fer into phonon modes of the layer is small. The case that
consider here is different because the lubricant film is co
mensurate and subjected to forces coming from both s
strates. When one part of the system moves with respec
another with a velocityvs , its dynamics contains an oscilla
tory component with the frequencyvs52pvs /as . Then we
expect that ifVmin,vs,Vmax, whereVmin and Vmax, re-
spectively, correspond to the minimum and maximum ph
non frequencies of the system, an energy transfer
phonons will occur. To estimate it, let us first calculate t
vibrational spectrum of the commensurate film adsorbed
the substrate. In what follows we will ignore the loadin
force assuming that it is small with respect to interatom
interactions.

A. Phonon spectra

To calculate the spectrum, we use the Green funct
technique described in Refs. 8 and 11. The causal pho
Green function is defined by

G~ t; j 1 , j 2!5Amj 1
mj 2

1

i\
^Tchuj 1

~ t !uj 2
~0!&, ~7!

where uj (t) is the displacement of thej th atom from the
equilibrium position in the Heisenberg representation,mj is
its mass, andTch is the chronological operator. The Fourie
transform ofG(t) satisfies the equation,

~V212D!G~v!51, ~8!

nt

by

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 6 but for different masses of the
substrate atoms:ms51 ~diamonds!, ms53 ~stars!, andms57 ~plus
signs!. The data for the case of a decreasing force are shown
points. The external friction ish50.1v0.
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whereV25v21 i e, e.0, e→0. The dynamical matrixD is
a square matrix with the elementsdj 1 , j 2

5a( j 1 , j 2)/

Amj 1
mj 2

. For a pairwise interatomic potentialV, the

a( j 1 , j 2) are defined as

a~ j 1 , j 2!5
]2V~xj 1

2xj 2
!

]uj 1
]uj 2

if j 1Þ j 2 ~9!

and

a~ j , j !5 (
j 1~ j 1Þ j !

]2V~xj2xj 1
!

]uj
2

. ~10!

The interest of the Green function technique is that ad
tional contributions to the dynamical matrix can be intr
duced successively using the Dyson equation. IfG0 is a so-
lution of

~V212D0!G051, ~11!

the solution of the Eq.~8! is given by

G5G01G0dDG, ~12!

where

dD5D2D0 ~13!

is the correction to the dynamical matrix. Therefore, we m
start with the trivial case of a free square atomic layer,
sorb it on the substrate getting the Green function of o
layer system, and then add the second layer obtaining
Green function of a two-layer system which describes b
the vibrations of the intrafilm interactions and of th
substrate-film interactions.

The spatial Fourier transform overx andy of the compo-
nents of the matrix functionG depends onv and a two-
dimensional wave vectork[(kx ,ky). The two-particle func-
tion ~7! depends also on two integers (n1 ,n2) which specify
the atomic layers of the particles. Letn50 correspond to the
substrate,n51 to the first film’s layers, andn52 to the
second layer. Besides, we have to distinguish the (xx) and
(zz) components of the matrixG, which correspond to the
displacements in thex andz directions correspondingly. No
tice that the (yy) component is equivalent to the (xx) one,
and that the mixed components like (xz) are zero due to
system symmetry.

The Green function of an isolated 2D square lattice is

G0~1,1uxx!5@V22V0
2~kuxx!#21, G0~1,1uzz!51/V2,

~14!

where

V0
2~kuxx!54va

2sin2S 1

2
axkxD . ~15!

Notice that the substrate Green function is zero, because
substrate atoms were assumed to be immobile.

Now, if we place the atomic layer on the substrate,
interactionV(0) produces the following nonzero perturbatio
i-

y
-
-

he
h

he

e

dD~1,1uxx!5
1

2
dD~1,1uzz!5v0

2 , ~16!

and it is easy to solve the Dyson equation~12!. The Green
function of the one-layer system is equal to

GI~1,1uxx!5@V22V I
2~kuxx!#21,

GI~1,1uzz!5@V222v0
2#21, ~17!

where

V I
2~kuxx!5v0

21V0
2~kuxx!. ~18!

Let us now add the second-layer over the one-layer s
tem. The interactionV(a) brings the contributions

dD~1,1uxx!5dD~2,2uxx!5
1

2
dD~1,1uzz!

5
1

2
dD~2,2uzz!5va

2 , ~19!

dD~1,2uxx!5dD~2,1uxx!

5
1

2
dD~1,2uzz!5

1

2
dD~2,1uzz!

52
1

2
va

2FcosS 1

2
axkxD1cosS 1

2
aykyD G .

~20!

The solution of the Dyson equation gives the followin
Green function for the two-layer system:

GII~2,2uxx!5
v22va

22v0
22V0

2

@V22V2
2 ~kuxx!#@V22V1

2 ~kuxx!#
,

~21!

GII~2,2uzz!5
v222va

222v0
2

@V22V2
2 ~kuzz!#@V22V1

2 ~kuzz!#
,

~22!

where the phonon dispersion laws are

V6
2 ~kuxx!5V0

21va
21

1

2
v0

26
1

2
Av0

414va
4B~k!, ~23!

V6
2 ~kuzz!52va

21v0
26Av0

414va
4B~k!, ~24!

and

B~k!5
1

4FcosS 1

2
axkxD1cosS 1

2
aykyD G2

. ~25!

The local density of ‘‘surface’’ phonon states is obtain
from the Green function as

r I,II~vu . . . !52
2

p
vE

2p/as

1p/as dkx

2p/as
E

2p/as

1p/as dky

2p/as

3ImGI,II~n,nuv,ku . . . !, ~26!
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wheren51 for r I andn52 for r II . It is shown in Fig. 8

B. Phonon mechanism of energy losses

We can now estimate the intrinsic frictionha . When the
top ~one-layer! subsystem slides over the bottom~two-layer!
subsystem, they exert on one another a periodic force

f osc~ t !' f 0cos~vst !, ~27!

where the amplitudef 0 is caused by subsystem’s corrug
tion, so thatf 0'p«s /as .

According to the linear response theory,12 the oscillating
force ~27! excites a given subsystem, increasing its ene
per one time unit of the value

Q̇5
p f 0

2r~vs!

4ma
~28!

~this energy is then dissipated due to external dampin!.
Then, the intrinsic friction can be defined as

ha5Q̇/2Etop, ~29!

whereEtop5
1
2 meffvs

2 is the average kinetic energy of the to
subsystem. Equation~29! may be derived if we recall that th
friction force f 52mhavs produces the workmhavs

2 per
unit time.

Combining these expressions together, we come to
relationship

hameffvs
2'Cr~vs!, ~30!

where the factor C is equal to C5p5«s
2/maas

4 , and
r5r I1r II because there are losses both in top and bot
layers. Using the parametersma51, as53, and the value
«s'1.12 found in Sec. III, we obtain for the numerical fact
the valueC'4.7.

To check this approximate approach, we plot in Fig. 9

FIG. 8. Phonon spectrum of a one-layer adsorbed filmr I(v)
and a two-layer filmr II(v). Solid curves correspond tox vibra-
tions, and dashed curves, to vertical vibrations.
y

e

m

e

product A(vs)5hameffvs
2 for the data taken from Figs. 6

and 7. Besides the low frequency contribution correspond
to the chaotic dynamics discussed in Sec. III, the simulat
results show a contribution which corresponds to the f
quencies where the phonon density of states is present
has peculiarities at the same frequencies as the l
frequency~long-wave! parts of the local density of phono
states of Fig. 8.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this work shows that the dynamical frictio
of a thin commensurate contact must be analyzed in v
different ways depending on the sliding velocity. The sim
pler case is the high-velocity range for which the oscillato
component of the force applied to the film, which is due
alternative bond breaking and bond forming at frequen
vs52pvs /as is within the phonon frequencies of the laye
In this high-velocity range the lubricant film splits into tw
sublayers, one part attaches to the top substrate and m
together with it, while another stays with the bottom su
strate. The dynamical friction can be described as the ene
exchange between the top and bottom subsystems cause
excitation of phonons. The simulation results agree qual
tively with this picture, although a quantitatively theory
not developed yet.

For lower velocities,vs,Vminas /2p, when the one-
phonon damping is forbidden and one may expect a
friction, simulations showed instead a much higher fricti
and a quite complicated behavior of the lubricant film,
dynamics being chaotic with intermittency properties. T
results indicate that in this regime a highly nonlinear exci
tion and system instability play an essential role. To und
stand the system dynamics in the low-velocity regime, s
pler models have to be studied. One can notice that
dynamics of the middle layer, moving on a pinning potent
due to the layer which is below and driven by the Lenna

FIG. 9. Dependencieshavs
2meff versus the frequencyvs for

different external frictionsh ~top! and different massesms ~bot-
tom!. Notations are the same as in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
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Jones interactions coming from the upper layer shows a s
larity with the models of blocks used to describe the dyna
ics of earthquakes.13,14The analogy is however not complet
Cule and Hwa14 noticed that the depinning transition of th
block models is characterized by a diverging correlat
length, while we get a first-order transition with an antico
relation between channels. The difference is probably du
v

i-
-

n
-
to

the disorder of the ‘‘substrate’’ for the block models.
modification of the block models for the low-velocity rang
would however deserve an investigation.
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